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Background and Primer Purpose 
 

National partners of the Bloomberg Philanthropies American Cities Climate Challenge (the Climate 

Challenge) want to ensure that the progress created by this multi-million, 2.5-year investment in 25 United 

States (U.S) cities is leveraged by local partners for sustained climate action. In 2019, Bloomberg 

Philanthropies convened 7 Challenge cities with their local foundations to discuss shared goals and 

opportunities. Based on that time together, a guide for developing mission-driven partnerships was built 

to encourage examination of local partner ecosystems.  
 

Expanding on that work, this partnership primer is: (1) informed by 5 key themes from 25 city and 8 

foundation interviews; and (2) built from the most transferable products produced during one-on-one 

technical assistance to 16 Challenge cities in 2020. It is designed to help cities transition from the Climate 

Challenge model in 2021. The change hypothesis is that if local governments invest the time and effort 

required into building strong relationships throughout their communities and regions, then they can 

exponentially expand capacity to achieve those climate goals that have proven difficult to meet over the 

past decade.  
 

From the time that city and foundation interviews were initiated to the time that this primer was created, 

a global pandemic created a world-wide economic crisis. Systemic racism was exposed through U.S. police 

https://www.bloomberg.org/program/environment/climatechallenge/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/2qp39sxxhs2xdo7/2.2019%20Climate%20Challenge%20Partnership%20Guide.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ovjfz53gr06kvuk/3.2020%20Climate%20Challenge%20City%20and%20Foundation%20Interview%20Themes.docx?dl=0
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brutality and protests erupted in cities all over the world. Mayors accustomed to being praised for climate 

action now find themselves criticized, as statements of solidarity are scrutinized against local budgets. 
 

Perceptions around the role of local governments within their communities are changing, as is how 

external resources are being allocated to support local climate work. Philanthropic funding is increasingly 

going to priority community groups, with requirements for collaborative, cross-sector partnerships. The 

goal for this primer is to help develop these partnerships. It serves as a practical hands-on workbench for 

local governments and their partners to adapt and use as they: (1) transform how they interact with each 

other, and (2) determine how best to articulate and advance shared local climate goals together.  

 

User Guide 
 

The green bold text throughout this primer links to documents that can be downloaded and modified to 

suit individual needs. All sections will not be applicable to all communities. Users are encouraged to click 

around and take what is helpful. This primer is organized around 5 characteristics of strong community 

partnerships, which are:  

• Grounded. Achieving climate goals through reassessment, reprioritization, and reassignment  

• Flexible. Adapting to seize developing opportunities that advance shared climate strategies 

• Creative. Knowing that additional staff time and budgeted resources can be accessed externally 

• Equitable. Changing perspectives and processes to be able to share power and responsibility  

• Local. Building climate capacity by investing time to organize powerful community networks  

 

Make time for honest self-assessment 
 

Partnership development takes time that many Sustainability Officers feel is not available to them. Yet 

what is prioritized generally gets done, so now is a good time to make room. Pause, honestly assess local 

climate actions to date, and decide: 

• what to keep doing because it is having the desired impacts and clearly advancing climate goals; 

• what to stop doing because it is a high investment of time and/or money with low impact/returns; 

• what to give away, because someone else is equipped, ready, and willing to take ownership; and  

• what to do differently, testing what new methods. 
 

Then, allocate the time saved by getting rid of some actions into building local partnerships. Local 

governments have largely tried to bear the responsibility of climate action alone, and this approach is not 

working. Power is shared when responsibility is shared. The resources that become available to sustain 

climate work when this approach is taken are significant and worth the time investment.  
 

A pause is needed to consider roles, too. The job of a Sustainability Officer is increasingly less to possess 

technical knowledge and increasingly more to be out in the community, accessible and forging 

relationships. They also must deepen relationships internally, so that the local government becomes a 

greater funder of their own climate work.  
 

Acknowledging what is behind internal organizational constraints is the first step in building local 

partnerships that can yield greater investment in climate actions. Two common mindsets to be aware of: 
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• Local governments often think of themselves as “broke” because they consider themselves as a 

single tax revenue-, debt- and liability-constrained organization. 

• Sustainability Officers often consider themselves under-resourced compared to other local 

government departments: charged with broad and seemingly all-encompassing social, economic, 

and environmental goals – yet struggling for funding in annual City or County budget cycles. 
 

The conditions these mindsets have created can be paralyzing:  

• Local governments have learned over the past decade that philanthropy can often be counted on 

to pick up much of their climate action tab, which may be fostering part of the reluctance to 

internally fund sustainability and climate work at a greater level. 

• Sustainability Officers are conditioned to think that they need to make the biggest possible impact 

with the least resources possible, creating a cycle of starvation that results in burn out. 
 

To address these conditions, first assess current commitments. There may already be a prioritization tool 

built for this office exercise. If so, refresh it. If not, don’t overthink it. A simple spreadsheet populated with 

local Climate Action Plan (CAP) and any other items a Sustainability Office has committed to can be quickly 

built. Class each commitment by climate goal - even if it’s not in a plan but something the office is doing 

as part of a grant, for instance - and assign each action a department and/or staff lead. This workbook can 

be sorted by priority, show which leads are over- or under-committed, and shed light on capacity gaps. 

This internal exercise can help understand where partners might be asked to share the load.   
 

• CAP Prioritization and Staffing Plan Template 
 

Before approaching external partners, however, start with the internal budget conversations. When 

considering resources needed for current commitments, it is a good idea to prioritize and block off some 

time for self-education and/or a refresh on the many fiscal tools at the disposal of local governments for 

climate work. Here are two resources to start with: 
 

• Funding Tools and Examples 

• Local Government Financing Models Scan 
 

Then, schedule regular meetings with the Finance Department if they are not already in the calendar. It is 

essential for long term success that Sustainability Offices be able to fund more than just their staff through 

internal budgeting processes. Cities and Counties that verbalize a commitment to climate action must also 

back that commitment by actually funding climate actions. This resource suggests approaches for securing 

resources and meeting with Chief Financial Officers (CFOs).  
 

• Tips for Approaching Finance Departments 

 

Be flexible when implementing strategy 
 

It is tempting to competitively seek funds wherever they can be found, causing mission and priority drift. 

Being all things to all people is exhausting and ineffective. In almost all situations, grant opportunities 

should be a supplementary – not primary – funding source.  
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/cgct6w58ltrki3o/4.CAP%20Prioritization%20and%20Staffing%20Plan%20Template.xlsx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/v6f3dkr7l69a290/5.Funding%20Tools%20and%20Examples.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/q82sruftamychu6/6.Local%20Government%20Financing%20Models%20Scan.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/t72ddyu4z587qez/7.Tips%20for%20Approaching%20Finance%20Departments.docx?dl=0
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Grants do play a budgeting role though, so time spent identifying existing priorities that can be supported 

by grant applications is well-invested. Each funding opportunity should be considered for clear goal 

alignment and workload fit, however. Too often Sustainability Officers feel pressure to pursue grant 

opportunities that may not advance their specific climate goals, simply because these funds can support 

“lights on” items like maintaining existing staffing levels - or can gain more exposure for their Mayor. 

When funding is awarded that is not a good fit, it results in frustration for both grantee and grantor.  
 

Once a priority climate action has been paired with a possible competitive funding opportunity, the 

Request for Proposals (RFP) serves as the guide for how an application is crafted: 

• Write the proposal in the language, tone, and even font of the RFP / application form. 

• Let the score criteria be the guide for how questions are answered. 

• Follow RFP guidelines – do not ask for more than a stated cap, for instance. 

• Revise any repurposed text so it is speaking directly to that specific RFP’s vision of success. 
 

Initially, expect a 50 to 60 percent success rate for each set of submitted proposals. This means that there 

needs to be staff capacity to handle at least half of all applications in the pipeline at any given time.1 As 

experience is gained and a reputation for delivery is built, the success rate can go up to 90 percent. 
 

• Grant Writing Approach by Funder Type 
 

Fundraising gets done by honoring regular calendar time designated for it. For instance, a Sustainability 

Officer can block Wednesday mornings for proactive planning and/or outreach. Staff knows this time is 

not to be booked over. Intentional communication must acknowledge shared goals and the need for 

strong partnerships to meet them. Identifying these shared goals in ways that resonate takes time. The 

tabs in this Fundraising Tracker template are built to be actively modified, added to, and used over time 

by Sustainability Officers they consider various ways to fund climate work: 
 

• Climate Fundraising Tracker 
 

There are online resources to help locate local funders by state or by community. There are also tutorials 

about how to identify and approach funders, such as this one and this one. An internet search should 

always be step one in the process of identifying possible foundations to approach. The following funder 

outreach checklist provides tips for the pre-, during, and post-outreach phases to specific funders. The 

funder engagement plan gives advice on how to approach funders and how to build soundbite pitches.  
 

• Phases of Funder Outreach Checklist 

• Funder Engagement Plan 
 

It is important to think beyond the traditional role of a funder, too. While it can be awkward for a local 

government to seek corporate contributions or work directly with a specific nonprofit without triggering 

procurement processes, often another party can be asked to help bring these resources to the table. For 

instance, even if a local government has never obtained funding from a local foundation, they usually 

 
1 Clinton, A. 2018. About Grant Writer Success Rates. Accessed August 7, 2020. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/isiyo2rtmxiqk7l/8.Grant%20Writing%20Approach%20by%20Funder%20Type.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/akoyc5y736q41wd/9.Climate%20Fundraising%20Tracker.xlsx?dl=0
https://www.tgci.com/funding-sources
https://www.cof.org/community-foundation-locator
http://foundationcenter.org/find-funding
https://www.tgci.com/wheres-money
https://www.dropbox.com/s/nnso4ns8pi806tb/10.Phases%20of%20Funder%20Outreach%20Checklist.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/c0en5hmr8j1n934/11.Funder%20Engagement%20Plan.docx?dl=0
https://fundingforgood.org/about-grant-writer-success-rates/
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move in the same circles. This foundation can be approached as a connecting partner to access nonprofit 

staff capacity - who are often their grantees - and to assist with gathering funds from the private sector. 

 

Creatively unlock capacity 
 

The local climate action team is far greater than what is contained within local government offices. Over 

time, the feeling of never enough can be changed to a realization of abundance by:  
 

(1) Thinking like a social enterprise. Commercial strategies can be used to improve economic, social, and 

environmental well-being. Social enterprises approach their missions with a business mindset. The more 

a local government does this, the more resources they can access. It is rare and impressive when a City or 

County: a) can lead by example in “doing well by doing good;” b) is fluent in expressing the return on any 

climate investment, using a combination of qualitative and quantitative data, and c) knows their role, 

plays to their own strengths, and uses both soft and hard approaches to address climate change.   
 

(2) Understanding how people are working together - or not - and how they are resourcing their own 

efforts. This allows for a targeted approach to unleashing collective community resources. Everyone 

raising funds is pitching something, and local governments raising climate funds are no exception to this 

rule. Listening for who is echoing specific climate goals can identify leverage points and resources. 
 

• Community Fundraising Models 
 

(3) Refusing to compete for resources with people who have parallel missions. Understanding whose work 

is already advancing City or County goals can expand the local government’s staff and budget capacity. 

They can focus internal efforts on other priorities instead, because others are on the job.   
 

While it is understood that many local governments do not outsource climate work, it is important to note 

that corporate and foundation funding does not need to enter a local government’s budget to advance 

community climate goals. These funds can be just as effective going to others who are working on projects 

that advance local climate goals – including ongoing work by local Challenge partners. 
 

One way to structure local and regional partnership building is to set up or access a professionally 

managed entity that has a clear mission to serve as cross-sector hub outside of local government. These 

entities gather corporate, philanthropic, and academic resources to address systemic civic issues. In these 

models, the local government is one of many partners, not the sole issue owner. Alternately, the local 

government can identify a priority need and approach individual partners to structure work arrangements 

to meet a specific need. These models are proving that staffing and capital are not the chief constraints.  
 

• Local and Regional Hub Partnership Examples 

 

Bespoke funding requests tailored to project and partner work well in any community, but not as the only 

method for gaining support. Consider models against a community’s personality and assets. Consider 

what it shares with neighboring communities. A central hub that coordinates across climate programs and 

initiatives can work well in a region that is serviced by the same large power company, for instance.  
 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/uwm3031nzyprxb8/12.Community%20Fundraising%20Models.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/fjgcpyqgff2xydb/13.Local%20and%20Regional%20Hub%20Partnership%20Examples.docx?dl=0
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A combination of approaches can be highly effective. Consider portions of the desired model(s) already in 

place, or whether a system needs to be built to allow fundraising efforts to work effectively outside of 

local government offices and budgets. With the right mentalities and mechanisms in place, the kind of 

investments needed to effectively address climate change can be raised and deployed.  
 

Share responsibilities equitably 
 

This year lifestyles and work modes have changed, in some cases permanently. Yet, there is an urge to 

simply take familiar climate messages virtual while hoping for a return to what was once considered 

normal. Many local governments are struggling to make their climate work relevant when so many in their 

communities are suffering and unable to meet basic needs.  
 

To engage community members as partners for local climate action, framing and approaches must adapt 

and be rooted in the present tense. What community members actually care about right now - and how 

these things can be improved by applying sustainability principles - should be considered with each 

engagement effort. Before power and responsibility can be shared, there must be trust building and 

iteration that results in community ownership. There are good examples of community engagement from 

many different fields, championing many different causes:  
 

• Cross-sector examples of community engagement methods 
 

These examples informed the design of the following community meeting templates, which can be used 

to help local governments gather feedback to better understand the benefits and burdens of proposed 

climate actions in the form of intended and unintended positive and negative consequences.  
 

• Community Member Climate Action Plan Meeting Template 

• Community Member Climate Action Plan PowerPoint Template 
 

The key to trust building is in the follow-up. Even if a meeting is contentious, when participants hear from 

the local government with appreciation and confirmation that something was considered and/or has 

changed as a result of their time investment, they are validated. Avoid the urge to mass these notifications 

with blind copies. Where “Dear Participant” gets almost instantly deleted, calling a person by name goes 

a long way – especially if the news is not what they want to hear. It may seem like a lot of work, but go 

slowly, one meeting at a time. Personalization builds relationships, and lack of it futher alienates.  
 

Intentionally built relationships can become powerful partnerships. These partnerships are especially 

important with priority groups that are unfairly receiving the brunt of climate change impacts due to lack 

of infrastructure investment in their neighborhoods. As communities struggle to address long histories of 

harm and neglect, it’s important to gather together, ask questions, and listen to each other.  
 

This is the unavoidable and un-rushable precursor to the elusive behavior change that must happen for 

local climate goals to be achieved. Though it is hard to do, it cannot be skipped over any longer. The 

quantitative data of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions dashboards must be joined with the qualitative data 

of outreach and relationship-building. It is not an either/or situation. It is a both/and approach.  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/vzy9jgqphxq7n7c/14.Cross%20Sector%20Examples%20of%20Facilitation%20Methods.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yv9rv0wbkqjxszs/15.Community%20Member%20CAP%20Meeting%20Template.docx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/sfhhgr65l10y604/16.Community%20Member%20CAP%20Meeting%20PPT%20Template.pptx?dl=0
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Organize locally to unleash overlooked resources 
 

To successfully access funds outside of local government budgets, two mindsets have to change:  

• Myth: Local governments are the only ones taking any real action on climate change. 

o No, they aren’t. All sectors are mitigating and adapting to climate change in various ways. 

Cities and Counties are not the lone climate actors as various outlets have claimed. 

o If local government climate goals fall short of being met due to regional issues beyond 

City or County control, openly document the miss and call for help from other sectors.  

• Myth: Local governments can’t seek community input or partner engagement if they don’t have 

a plan, budget, and/or most of the answers already prepared. 

o Yes, they can. Early and honest engagement builds buy-in, trust, and the capacity to 

communally act in ways that far exceed local government staff and budget capacity. 

o Acknowledge what is unknown, like how to fund an agreed-upon priority, and ask for 

collective brain power to figure it out. Give ownership away. Stop worrying about wasting 

people’s time. They want to hear what is being wrestled with and tried.  
 

Even if trust has been broken by past events, people tend to come if a City or County official calls. To serve 

as effective organizers and deployers of public and private funds without necessarily having to have these 

funds enter local government budgets, local governments must be willing to:  

• See the “City” or “County” as the sum of all of its community parts instead of as an organization; 

• Rebrand the traditional role of the City or County from a governing body to a convening hub and 

technical assistance provider; and 

• Commit to budgeting time to regularly gather partners to discuss work around specific themes, 

or to simply gathering regularly with partners, if tapping another entity to play the convening role. 
 

The following meeting template features pre-, during, and post-meeting instructions and steps for the 

City or County to convene and work with community groups. They can also reach out to delegate this 

work. Many partners are willing to host if the local government agrees to attend and add perspective.  
 

• Local Partner Roundtable Facilitation Tool 

 

Conclusion 
 

The contents of this primer would likely have been very different had interviews and technical assistance 

requests not informed it. Themes in the conversations and requests reflect the current needs in the field 

of urban sustainability and are intertwined:  

• Grounded. There is a need to be re-grounded during this time of chaos and uncertainty, honestly 

assessing quantitative impact data, like avoided GHG emissions, with qualitative impact data - like 

the effect of an evolving partner relationship on progress toward a particular climate goal. There 

is a need to discard those actions that are not advancing goals, to give away ownership of some 

of the actions that are worth keeping, and to add some that may not feel comfortable yet. 

• Flexible. There is a need to move away from grants as the sole source of income for climate work. 

Sustainability Offices cannot sustain their work without continuing monetary commitments from 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/2wieiwph0oxbvg6/17.Local%20Partner%20Roundtable%20Facilitation%20Tool.docx?dl=0
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a portfolio of funding mechanisms. Grants add flexibility to strategy implementation but adopting 

a social enterprise mindset and diversifying the funding portfolio is the long-term support system. 

• Creative. There is a need to get out of the silos and create clearinghouse hubs dedicated to local 

climate goals. To meet their climate goals, local governments must consider staff and funding 

capacity in terms of community assets to be tapped, not just what is housed in their own offices. 

• Equitable. There is a need to invest time into simply gathering and building trust before 

partnerships can be effectively mobilized. While this is an increasingly common desire expressed 

by Sustainability Offices, this human-to-human work can be understandably uncomfortable. Local 

governments must be willing to seek out and hear the issues before partnering to correct them. 

• Local. There is a need to wean local governments from a reliance on national funders and partners 

to support local climate work, and to survey local landscapes for those partnerships and resources 

already within their communities. Local governments cannot be good at everything, but they can 

be very good convenors and technical assistance providers if they choose to be. There must be an 

intentional rebranding of their role in the community from governor to organizer.   
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